DATA DECISIONS CLOUD

Effectively Acquire and Grow
Customer Accounts
With Data Decisions Connected Platform

Key Benefits:
Rapid Access to Broad and
Differentiated Data reduces time
and expense to evaluate and
consume new data.
Universal Keying and Linking
gives a true 360-degree view of
the consumer.
Authoring and Simulation
with xAI deploys AI ethically and
builds better models that drive
predictive lift by 10% or more.2
Flexible Execution Deployment
puts more of your analytic artifacts
into production, faster.

Today, you’re faced with an array of challenges in acquiring new accounts and
managing existing ones. Customer acquisition costs are increasing — by as
much as 3x1 — as you’re driven to offer more personalized experiences that
attract quality applicants. At the same time, retaining loyal, long-term customers
grows more difficult every day in a hypercompetitive market that is brimming with
consumer options.

Get the Insights to Form Stronger Customer Connections
The Data Decisions Connected Platform brings together Equifax Ignite™
differentiated data and analytics management with the leading FICO® Decision
Management Suite (DMS). This combination results in a streamlined platform
that enables you to rapidly explore new data, gain deeper customer insights, and
author new analytics with artificial intelligence and machine learning, all while
complementing your existing technology investments. The Connected Platform
enables you to centrally and seamlessly analyze, test, build, and deploy customer
acquisition and retention models and strategies — and ultimately make better
decisions and increase your opportunities for growth.

Connected Platform: A Unified Approach From Insights to Execution
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What Makes Us Different
Unlike other solutions with incomplete analytics, The Connected Platform makes sure you don’t leave business opportunities
on the table. It’s the only solution that allows you to fully operationalize analytics by linking TRIAD generated transactional
consumer data to a unique combination of bureau, attributes, scores, and lender’s consumer data. Combining internal and
external consumer data helps you identify opportunities for cross-sell, up-sell or geographic expansion. You can also make
better targeted decisions around credit line management, like when to initiate a credit line increase, and by how much. Unlock
unprecedented customer management improvements that lower risk, increase profitability and speed time to market with the
singularly connected data of The Connected Platform.

Scenarios Empowered by the Connected Platform
Customer Management

Customer Acquisition
Departments tasked with managing acquisition
strategies are continually seeking efficient and effective
ways to identify promising and profitable customers. Risk
management is a critical part of this process, as approving
thousands of customers monthly can expose institutions to
major losses if not managed well. Our clients crave data and
insights that enable better customer offers while keeping risk
in line with expectations.
The Connected Platform gives you multiple analytics tools
that can be rapidly deployed into production, helping you
make smarter, faster decisions in vital areas such as:

Executives that manage the customer book of business are
continually seeking to minimize attrition, reduce risk and
cost, increase revenue-per-customer, and build customer
engagement. That means getting products and features to
customers quickly — and getting it right the first time.
Having all the data you need in one place eliminates the
need to run historical data requests with new data elements
or new types of data. This creates a new standard for
testing, evaluating and creating new strategies. You no
longer need to wait months for data in order to begin
analytics for such scenarios as:

• Cross-Sell Offers

• Approval Decision

• Balance Builds

• Testing New Originations Data

• Credit Line Increases / Decreases

• Universe Expansion

• Changes in Terms

• Credit Abuse Identification

• And More

• Prescreen and Prequalifications
• And More

How It Works

The Connected Platform Across the Lifecycle
Data Preparation

Analytics Development
Data Sandbox | Keying and Linking
Model Development | Attribute Development
Simulation | Optimization

Alerting, Monitoring, and Diagnosis

Insights
Reporting Dashboard | Market Comparison
Monitoring | Alerting | ML Diagnosis

Enteprise-Wide
Capabilities

Origination

Customer
Management

Run Time Execution
Data Access | Rapid Development
Tri-Bureau Attributes | Predictive Analytics
Models | Decisioning

Simulation and Testing

About the Data Decisions Cloud
The Connected Platform is part of the Data Decisions Cloud, a data, analytics, and xAI suite that addresses a spectrum of
requirements across risk, marketing, fraud, and compliance to enable organizations to meet the needs of consumers faster and
more precisely than ever before.

Get faster, clearer insights
with The Connected Platform

Contact us today at
www.datadecisionscloud.com
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